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About This Game

Serment - Contract with a Devil (or Serment, for short) is a visual novel - dungeon crawler hybrid where you play as a girl who
was revived by a beautiful devil.

Though, instead of claiming our heroine’s ever so cliche human soul, the devil demands a huge sum of money for payment. If
the payment comes even one day late, the heroine's soul will return to the afterlife.

And so, her light-hearted, comedic adventure to save up enough money before the deadline begins.

Despite the dark sounding premise, the majority of Serment will be light-hearted slice of life events (more commonly known as cute
girls doing cute things).

Game features:

 Cute anime girls!

 4 playable main characters, each with their own unique story and endings.

 More than 10 side characters, each with their own personalities and subplots.

 A dungeon crawler with manually designed puzzles and 100+ unique items to discover!
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 A lot of cute anime girls!

 Turn-based RPG battles with simple mechanics but tons of depth.

 A detailed dating sim time management system.

 Cooking, crafting and fishing minigames!

 Light yuri (GxG) romance.

 Steam Achievements and Trading Cards.

 Did we mention that there will be cute anime girls?
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why so many bad reviews {started off on the ktm 250 deano fast becomes world champion) Milestone did a great job, and I'm
having a ton of fun the bike models look awesome and the tracks are great to ride 250cc, 600cc and 900cc motorcycles are used,
depending on the race I like the sound of the engines as they roar through the circuit it presents you with full seasons of the
MotoGP, Moto2, and Moto3 championships.Throttle management is key especially on the harder difficulties. When you apply
the accelerator after slowing down for a corner, it is necessary to gradually and smoothly increase your speed. If you fail to do
this gently, your bike will slide wide and eventually spin out In addition to steering and throttle control, you have to balance your
rider appropriately for the upcoming corners. This at first is fairly difficult, especially if you have no previous experience with
motorcycle games. On the standard setting, this is automatically done for you, and allows the player to concentrate on tackling
corners The better you do in a race, the more fans are attracted to you and the better your racing team offers become You can
sign with different racing teams thorough out the campaign, getting better offers the better you do in a race The tension and
excitement of whipping across tarmac at high speed - feeling every bump, leaning into every corner should you shunt another
rider you visibly nearly fall off and sometimes when you spin out and lose control your rider ends up with both legs on one side
of the bike, struggling to balance which is a neat and realistic looking touch it takes time to learn and master When you first
boot up the game you create a custom rider and are even able to choose avatars for yourself and your managers. You get to
choose things like your clothing colours and helmet and the further you get into the game the more you will unlock Milestone
has included lots of driving aids such as showing the racing line, assisting with breaking and even with cornering to help
newcomers to the game The lower powered bikes you begin with are much easier to get used to and feel lighter you can check
current standings via a TV, change your outfit in the wardrobe, check your laptop for emails and social feeds within the pits
called the Technical Meeting where you can have a conversation with the mechanic who will assess where you are having issues
Once you do get to grips with things however it becomes a truly gripping, engaging and downright thrilling ride. Obviously
motorbikes differ drastically to cars and the added factor of rider weight distribution makes leaner into corners at breakneck
speeds, winding through S-bends and powering down the straights intensely rewarding If you want to be truly great at this game,
you\u2019ve got to put in a lot of time and effort in, but when everything clicks, it\u2019s rewarding and worth it................
CHALK THIS GAME UNDER 'WHY DID I BUY THIS'. GO DOWNLOAD A NES ROM OR SOMETHING. 1 STAR OUT.
The game is incredibly buggy, however with a lot of the bugs it makes the game incredibly challanging.
I hope they do fix the camera angle and missing attack animations as it would solve a good 80% of the issues.
Despite that the game is quite fun to play just really hard to play with friends because of the server issues.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0ob5D5fwsU
Gamers-Haven[gamers-haven.org]. Summary:
An hardcore gamer-oriented and enjoyable game for those who appreciated UFO-like games and don't pay too much
attention to graphics.
Research, characters design, story-telling, and ressource management are nice. RPG aspects are average.
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Interface, tactical aspects, game balance, and graphics are desappointing (not completely bad though).

Gameplay:
- The focus is put on ressource management and research. There is a wide range of technologies to discover, and as other
people already mentionned, you don't have a 'technological tree' to guide you but I think it's part of the roleplay and not a
problem at all.
- There is a world to explore, which is nice at the beginning but gets repetitive and therefore boring after some time.
- The tactical aspects of the game are desappointing. This is a shame because weapons are varied and nicely designed, and
have a great impact on combats, but the tactical game is almost ruined by a poorly concieved interface and some problems in
game bablance (ie: some weapons or tactics are overpowered, while some other are useless).

Interface:
As you can expect from a UFO-like game, you can control many aspects of the game, But as already mentionned about the
tactical interface, the global map ('strategical') interface is also poorly concieved. It takes some time to understand where the
useful buttons are hidden, and even when you know the interface, it still is a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to use.

RPG:
- Characters design is well done. Like in Jagged Alliance, you get attached to some of your characters. There voices are nice
too.
- You have access to many skill options, which enables to build very differents characters, but only a small part of those skills
are useful.

Story:
The story is interesting but not amazing, and you can make some (limited) choices that have some impact on events.

Game balance:
- I think it's one of the major drawback's of this game: it looks like all the ingredients for a great UFO-like game where
available, but the dev team didn't have time to perform the last tuning.
- For example, there are too many alien attacks, and even if you completely dominate them in combat and/or world domination,
they still attack you very often and it gets very annoying. It consumes time without adding any fun to the game.
- Other examples : some items are completely useless, hybrid character classes are too powerful compared to regular classes,
some weapons are overpowered (I mean, really), conquering the planet and building stations takes too much time, ...

Conclusion: in spite of the many flaws in this game, you'll probably want to get to the end because you get immersed in this
universe. I would advise this one to UFO-like fans, but NOT to other players.

. Creative assembly saying they won’t stop catering to less than 1% of the fanbase (despite the wishes of the majority) because,
it fits in with their political agenda is fine with us – if that’s their reason, we’d rather not purchase their ♥♥♥♥♥♥ SJW games
anyway. They will learn like battlefield developers did.. Though this game may look intimidating, it really isn't. In fact, its as far
from a grognard (read hex based 100 page manual) game as starcraft 2 is. However, that's the only comparison to Starcraft 2
that this game will get. Wheras in starcraft 2 economy is everything and APM is your life, in this game, strategy, positioning and
most importantly, countering, are paramount. If you liked World in Conlict, you'll like this game. Also you might like this game
if you are a fan of Magic: the Gathering, because of the deck building mechanic. In each game you play, you choose a deck of
units to bring into battle, that you have preconstructed. Decks have various constraints that can be put on them to make them
more powerful in certain areas, and the possibilites are endless, from Norwegian Armoured Decks, to Soviet Marine Decks, this
game has it all.
The best part? All the DLC is free. Not just for this game, but for every game in the series.
Playing around with the various units, and building, testing, refining then testing your decks again is one of my favorite things in
the game to do.
The only downside to this game is that the sequel, Red Dragon is set to come out in March 2014. As of this review, that is less
than 4 months away. If you are hurting for money, you may want to save it for Red Dragon. It promises to add naval units and
East Asian nations like Japan and North Korea.
All in all, whatever game happens to be the latest in the Wargame series at the time that you read this is a must buy.
10/10. A truely terrible racing game.. This game is really fun game and you need to keep your eyes wide open to play this or you
will crash all the time. Its has very nice textures and models. The build your on level feature is very nice could be useful to add
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some kind of grid to it to see where your going to be playing your track models. Overall a new nice little game that i hoping gets
a few updates to it cause ill be looking forward to it.. Nice classic game
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This is a casual game, which contains point and click and hidden-object components. It also has two modes. Normal mode caters
for players that are more casual. The mode provides many hints, and important areas are always highlighted. Advanced mode on
the other hand gives the player almost no hints.

There has been some improvement over the first Princess Isabella game, particularly in the art and design of backgrounds. The
game\u2019s areas are more varied than its predecessors were. And it\u2019s very nice that this time around the witch decided
to curse more than just a castle with similarly styled rooms! The ever-changing scenery also seems to have allowed this
instalment to have more quirky characters than its predecessor does. Although I\u2019m pretty sure those dwarves are living in
a hobbit hole!

The only issue that arose for me when playing this game, as that I came to a puzzle that did not seem to let me manipulate the
parts needed to complete it. Going back to title menu did not fix this. However, I found that changing the game between screen
modes (Fullscreen, Widescreen and Windowed), seemed to allow the game to work out better where the mouse cursor was
placed. So, there is an easy fix if you are to run into this issue.
I would recommend this game to people who enjoy these types of games. If you do not go into it looking for a life changing
experience, and just enjoy it for what it is, then this is a fun little game, and worth playing. Bear in mind it is a little short, but
worth the price, particularly if you can get it on sale!
. What an amazing experience! Far beyond a mobile game, this is something I've genuinely sunk a lot of time on my computer
into.. Game sucks so bad controlles are a little crazy and all u have to do is run and shoot on first leval dont stop ...pluse you can
just pick what ever level you want make it so you have to unlock. lack of players is the biggest downfall of this game, mechanics
and special abilities work smoothly, gun battles with real players are also good, but they need to eliminate the bots.. Cute
character design and lovely overall aura with realistic political dialogue, but I found myself not wanting to play it again after the
initial warm-up. I did not want to check with my progress tomorrow. There was nothing to come back to, and I don't think of
this as a simple result of this game's not being my type. I love clicker games. I live for them. It's been years since this game
came out, and I can see reading the comments that a lot has changed; the devs made some mistakes, and tried to correct them in
many ways. And I appreciate the work the devs put into it, but I can't stop thinking something went wrong programming-wise,
especially with the progression aspect. One little mistake, and even though your game is much better in terms of potential
gameplay and content than Adventure Capitalist, which was a garbage even despite the fact that we loved playing it at the time,
you can't convince people to come back to check their progress. That's the simple truth.

Update 2018-01-26:

Added. The Second and Final Open Beta Test Is February 23-26:
Hello inmates! 

We're excited to announce that we'll be holding our second and final Darwin Project Open Beta test this weekend!

Beta Start: Friday, February 23 at Noon Pacific / 3 PM Eastern / 9 PM CET
Beta End: Monday, February 26 at 9 AM Pacific / Noon Eastern / 6 PM CET

Over 80,000 of you joined us for the first Open Beta, and we've been hard at work making sure this next one is bigger and
better! Take a look at the 1.7 patch notes to see the new features you can expect in this weekend's Open Beta: 
http://www.scavengers.ca/changelog/patch-notes-1-7/

Want to help us make sure Open Beta #2 is a success? Join us Tuesday, February 20 from 2 PM to 4 PM Eastern for a quick
server stress test! (Note that streaming and recording is not allowed during this stress test, but encouraged during the Open
Beta).

Thanks for your support, and see you in the arena soon!. Rampage Knights update 1.9:
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The previously announced update 1.9 is out for everyone!

Because the update resets saved campaigns in progress (most importantly the Endless mode), players who want to continue with
their campaigns and Endless runs should switch to "version_1_8" branch on Steam. This way they can continue their runs until
they are ready to update to the latest version of the game.

To switch to "version_1_8" branch (if you want to keep your Endless campaign) on Steam do as follows:

 Right click on Rampage Knights in the Steam Client and click Properties.

 Select the BETAS tab.

 Select "version_1_8" from the combo box.

 The Steam Client will automatically update the game to the selected branch.

Changes:

 Mighty Foot is removed from a room when the last hero leaves, to prevent heroes being stomped immediately after
reentry.

 At the beginning of each Shadow World level all buffs and debuffs are properly removed from the hero, including
Transmutator potion effect.

 Shadow World is unlocked by Knight achievement instead of Man of War to make it more accessible, so more people
can play it.

 New Giant Terrorskull hat reward for Man of War achievement.

 Added inventory limit so you can't have more that 99 stackable items in inventory at once.

 Added second gamepad control scheme for movement using D-pad buttons.

 Updated to newest SDL library and newest gamepad database for better compatibility with various controllers.

 Various performance improvements (rendering, particles, gameplay, startup) in preparation for upcoming Nintendo
Switch release
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 Fixed an issue with some sounds, which did not play properly while the vsync was disabled.

 A new warning at startup, if the game detects OpenGL version that is below required minimum.

. The Main Map is finished:
The main map is finished, And I am starting to add stuff like zombie hives, and building in the cities.

Still only the Gun-Fighter is ready, with his two specialization.
The Ninja, that can be cloaked, and kill without being seen.
And the Lazer-Lord, that uses his Mana to fire different lazerguns.. Oct.11 Patch Update:
Greetings Adventurers,

We have another Dark and Light patch coming at 1:00 am PDT on Oct. 11. This patch is focused on fixing the durability issue
in vanilla, as well as taming issues in Shard of Faith. You can check out all of the changes in the full patch notes below.

· Fix an issue in Sacred Path servers where gears are getting 0 durability.
· Fix an issue in Shard of Faith servers where taming progression gets stuck as you are not able to feed the tame.
Fix some localization to ensure their correctness.

We will push six additional localization as soon as possible: Russian, French, German, Spanish, Japanese, and Brazilian
Portuguese.

Thanks.
. Jesse Cox plays Heaven's Vault:
Check out Jesse Cox's take on Heaven's Vault!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZILtPFakvQ. Update 1.103.0 | Pirate Cove:

Hello everyone!
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